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We think those selectors who put to use our earlier "Physics Bestsellers" list will find just as handy this list for Chemistry, a field if anything even more abstruse than Physics. Once more, the object is to allow those library selectors who do not have a strong science background to draw upon the expertise of those who do. In Library of Congress subclass QD Chemistry, these fifty books represent the top 12 percent in sales at Yankee Book Peddler during our 1996/97 fiscal year, the titles most often selected by our approval plan and firm order customers. For those librarians, like ourselves, who might not know a "chiral sulfur reagent" from a "giant molecule," just two of these bestselling topics, we hope our list can be a tool to aid in evaluating and strengthening local holdings.

Alberty, Robert A. Physical Chemistry. 2nd Ed. John Wiley, 1997. 0471104280 cloth $88.57

Armour, M.A. (Margaret-Ann). Hazardous Laboratory Chemicals Disposal Guide. 2nd Ed. Lewis, 1996. 1566701082 other $89.95


Atwood, Jim D. Inorganic And Organometallic Reaction Mechanisms. 2nd Ed. Wiley-VCH, 1997. 0471189897 cloth $95.95


Bovey, Frank Alden, 1918- NMR of Polymers. Academic, 1996. 012197654 other $99.00


CRC Handbook of Solid State Electrochemistry; Ed. By P.J. Gellings. CRC Press, 1997. 0849389569 cloth $99.95


Against The Grain / April 1998

019280310 paper $12.95

Dynamics of Molecules and Chemical Reactions; Ed. By Robert E. Wyatt. Marcel Dekker, 1996. 0824795385 cloth $150.00


Energetics of Organic Free Radicals; Ed. By Jose Arturo Martinho Simoes. Blackie Chapman & Hall, 1996. 0751403784 cloth $89.95


Fuzzy Logic in Chemistry; Ed. By Dennis H. Rouvray. Academic, 1997. 0125989105 cloth $80.00


Grunwald, Ernest, 1923- Thermodynamics of Molecular Species. John Wiley, 1997. 0471012548 cloth $64.95

Handbook of Physical Properties of Organic Chemicals; Ed. By Philip H. Howard. Lewis, 1997. 1566702275 cloth $159.00

Harvey, Ronald G., 1927- Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons. Wiley-VCH, 1997. 0471186082 cloth $125.00


Hiemenz, Paul C., 1936- Principles of Colloid and Surface Chemistry. 3rd Ed. Marcel Dekker, 1997. 0824793978 cloth $65.00

Hoch, Jeffrey C. NMR Data Processing. Wiley-Liss, 1996. 0471039004 cloth $67.50

Hudlicky, Milos, 1919- Reductions in Organic Chemistry. 2nd Ed. Amer Chemical Society, 1996. 0841233446 cloth $109.95
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An indispensable reference for the study of music in film —

soundtracks

an international dictionary of composers for film

Stewart R. Craggs

Music recorded for film has only recently received the critical attention which it merits. Soundtracks: with over 500 entries covering all nationalities, will become a standard reference for all those interested in the history of 20th century music and the development of film.

ISBN 1-85926-189-3 February 1998 355 pages $76.95

For more on Ashgate's extensive range of books in the humanities and social sciences and for special discounts, visit our web site today!

http://www.ashgate.com
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Principles

Before outsourcing, a library should know why such a move is being contemplated. Is there a lack of expertise, as in the collection development example where language skills are lacking? Has there been a reduction in staff that endangers a service? Or is there a service that the library wants to provide but lacks the staff? Or is there a combination of circumstances that dictates a reorganization and offers the opportunity to do things differently? Sometimes this is a new administrator, sometimes it is the result of changes initiated from outside the library. Whatever the reason, outsourcing can provide answers, solutions, and opportunities without costing someone's job although the job might change.

Once outsourcing becomes an option, it is important to involve as many of the staff as possible and not in a perfunctory manner either. Consider that everyone on staff can offer something to the planning process, even those who tend to see the dark side of things.

If there are to be layoffs or reassignments, honesty is the best policy and the personnel department can be your best friend. The presence of a bargaining unit further complicates matters. It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss this issue and those needing to address it should probably start with the personnel department of their institution. Each staff member will have a different expectation. A well-defined and executed planning process will develop some common expectations that will be the cornerstones for implementation of the plan.

Practices

Who is going to provide the service that is being contracted out and how long is it going to take to make the selection? Is a request for proposal (RFP) necessary? Who will prepare it, who will receive it, and how will the vendor be selected, that is, what are the criteria that will be used to measure the capabilities of the vendors who respond to the RFP? How long is the selection process to take and what will be the implementation period? How will success be measured; how will quality be controlled?

Quality control and critical thinking are important all the time, but especially when changes are being made and especially when the library is contracting out for those services. Agreeing in advance about quality and other expectations helps ensure a fair evaluation of the service provider and other changes that will result from contracting out.

The library and the vendor must both know what the rules are in advance. A contract that both parties help draw up is essential, not just to avoid the Hawaii syndrome, but so that each party is aware of its own and its partner's obligations and what to do when something goes wrong. No matter how well something is planned, things go wrong. Unforeseen circumstances arise. Perfection is in the mind's eye; reality is in the workplace. Aim for consistently high quality and look for patterns. Be prepared to work out the rough spots without charging the vendor onto the Jerry Springer show. We should not be in that kind of business. You shouldn't even want your project plastered on the editorial page of LAT because it is, you have not done your job.

Perils

Change equals risk and the future is unknown, but, as Thoreau reminds us, "A man sits as many risks as he runs." What are the risks entailed when contracting for services and how can we predict them when we cannot see into the future?

A thorough cost analysis is one way to discover hidden costs but be prepared to discover others that were unclear or unseen at the time the contract was awarded. Cost analysis is necessary if you want to reduce the number of surprises waiting for you in your outsourcing venture. There are one-time costs and those are usually the easiest to identify. But don't forget about continuing costs — maintenance, inflation, upgrades. Be honest with your supplier and your boss. Cost benefits cannot always (or ever?) be measured in dollar but invoices can.

Make lists of benchmarks and qualify those benchmarks, even if you have to make up some problems. Not floods, earthquakes, tornados — not even El Nino will suffice — but vacations, competing projects, priorities, etc., are facts of life and ought to be factored in. What are your worst fears? Put them on paper and talk about them. This is where those of dark vision can be most useful. But don't let them discourage you. Regular meetings can be used
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Mikolajczyk, Marian. Chiral Sulfur Reagents: Applications in Asymmetric and Stereoelective Synthesis. CRC Press, 1997. 0849391202 cloth $94.95

Noguera, Claudine. Physics and Chemistry at Oxide Surfaces. Cambridge Univ Press, 1996. 0521472418 cloth $69.95

Nye, Mary Jo. Before Big Science: The Pursuit of Modern Chemistry and Physics: 1800-1940. Twain, 1996. 080579512x cloth $32.95


Preparative Carbohydrate Chemistry; Ed. By Stephen Hannessian, Marcel Dekker, 1997. 0824798023 cloth $150.00


Stable Carbocation Chemistry; Ed. By G.K. Surya Prakash. John Wiley, 1997. 047194628 cloth $84.95
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